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ABOUT THE IPTS REPORT
tfhe IPR Repor! u,as launched in December 1995, on the request and under the auspices of Commtsstoner
I Crroor. Wat seemed like a daunting challenge in late 1995, nout apars in retrospect as a crucial
galuaniser of the IPN' energies and skills.
Tbe Report bas published articles in numerous areas, maintaining a rough balance between tbem, and
eaplorting interdisciplinarity as far as possr.ble Articles are deemed prospctiuely releuant if thq) attenxpt to
explore issues not yet on tbe policymaker agenda (but proycted to be there sooner or later), or
underappreciated aEects of issues already on the policymaker's agenda. Tbe long drafting and redrafting
process, based on a series ofmteractiue consultations uitb outside experts guarantees, quality conffol.
Tbe first, and possibly most signirtcant mdtcator, of success s tbat tbe Report is being read. The issue 00
(December 1999 bad a print run of 2000 copies, in wbat seemed an optin'trsttc projection at tbe time. Since
then, its circulation bas been boosted to 7000 copies. Requestsfor subscriptions bauv come not onlyfrom
uarious parts of Europe but also from the IlS, Japan, Australia, Latin America, N. Afica, etc.
The laureb tbe publrcation is reaping are rendering it a.ttractiue for authon from outvde tbe Commtsion.
We haue already publxbed contributions by autborsfrom such renowned institutions as tbe Dutcb TNO, tbe
German WI, tbe ltalian ENEAand tbe US Council of Strategic and International Studies.
Moreouer, tbe IPN formally collaborates on tbe production of tbe IPIS Rqort wilb a group of prestigiots
European mstttuttons, utth uhom tbe IPTS bas forrned tbe Euroryan Science and Tecbnologt Observatory
GSTO) an importafi part of tbe remit of the IPTS. Tbe IPTS Report r tbe most ursble manifestation of tbis
collaboration.
Tbe Report is produced simultaneously in four languages (Englisb, Frencb, German and SpanisD by the
IPTS; to tbese one could add the ltalmn translation uolunteered by ENEA: let anotber sign of tbe Report\
increasing uisibility. Tbefact tbat it is not only auailable in seueral languages, but also largelyprepared and
produced on tbe Internet Vorld Wde We| makes it qutte an uncommon undertaking.
\Ve sball continue to endeauour to find tbe best way of fulfilling tbe ocpectations of our quite diuene
readenbp, auotdr.ng ouersirnpfftcatrcn, as well as encyclopaedic reuiews and tbe inaccessibility of academic
journah. Tbe key is to remind ourselues, as uell as tbe readerc, that ue cannot be all things to all people, tbat
it is irnportant to carue our nicbe and continue optimally exploring and exploihng it, boping to illuminate
topics under a neut, reuealing ligbt for tbe benefit of the readers, in order to prepare tbem for managing the
cballenges abead
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Preface
-nnovation it a ?etermining factor in in?uttrial compctitiveneu. In or?er
to allow European reuarcb to have ma.ximum impact on economir
growt/e an? to facilitate ita trantktion into proAucta an7 urvbet -an? thu,t
jobd- mzchanitmt for promoting innovation, exploitation of the reultt of
dcientific pork an? tbe teatinn o/ innovatiue butineated mutt be àeuelope?.
SlyIE are important innovation vectord an? actort, an? repredent two thir?d
of employment in tbe Earopean Union, an? dboul? bene/it from realy acceu
to tbe aÀvance7 technobgbd wbirh tbey nee?, an? tlae poui"bilitied ueate? by
tbe EU'd redearch programmel.
T/ae pland /or tbe Fi/tb Framepork Programme /or Redearcb an?
Deuelopment, o/ wbbb dupporting innovati.on it one of tbe principal
oricntationt, create a commitmtnt to a horizontal programme for the
involvement of StWfu in reuarcb activitiz,t.
European Community actinn i,t inten?e? in particular to promote t/ae
partiripati"on of StWFa in rercarch programrntu tbrough an ffirt to acbicve
a? minù t rat iue d imp li/icat io n.
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Tbia incluàet tbe creation urithin the European Commi,ttionl urvicet o/ a 'one-
ttop ,t/top' /or all redearcb programtTud together an? tbe aupport given to
'co o pe rat ive red earc h' ac t iu it izd.
The iàea ù to launch a fonamic /or the teation of activiticd involveO in the
?ùdeminatùtn of dcicnti/it an? tecbnical aÀvancea an? tbe imrorovemznt o/
con?iti"ont 
.for the creation an? ?evelopment of innovative butineuet. Thil, by
enturing tbe European Unioù future in mnrkett tbrough the exploitation of itd
dcientifb excelbnce, the EU can get back on tbe patb to teating 1'obd an7 mzeting
tbe ruut important expectationt of itd citiztnt.
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6 tunlclpal wastewater: Publlc Health and lhe Enylronmcnt
§ Wastewater is being increasingly widely used in Europe as a resource for irrigation. However,' 
regional and national standards intended to strengthen guidelines vary widely, and there is
scope for European action before health concerns create public opposition.
competltiveness
14 Us-drluen trends ln comblnatorlal ch€mlstry
Y Combinatorial chemistry is a field which promises significant benefits in pharmaceuticalsI development and in other areas as well. Europe's qualms over the biotechnology business
have meant that the US has acquired a clear lead in the field.
Health
21 Collaboratlon ln Research and Developm€nt ln Food Safety ln th€ EU
"f Food-safety issues concern all Member States and the search for rapid and reliable tests is a
major priority if crises are to be avoided. Nevertheless research has yet to be coordinated in
such a way as to ensure maximum benefit and avoid duplication of effort.
Energy
26 Jolnt tmplementatlon from a European Pcrsp€ctlve
tf' Among greenhouse gas emission strategies Joint lmplementation offers advantages in terms of
' 
cosVbenefits and technology transfer. However, key issues such as determining baseline
emissions for accounting purposes need to be resolvd and mechanisms need to be put in
place for the coordination of projects both nationally and internationally.
Materials
35 Facllltatlng Technoloty UPtaIe: The Case of Smart Structures and
&' tatertals
Smart structures and materials have a huge potential range of applications, but their uptake
is being held back by misconceptions about key challenges and lack of awareness about their
characteristics. There is a need for both education and the establishment of appropriate
frameworks so their potential can be exploited.
fIBAIUM
ln the article 'To\,veds Meeting eQ2 Emmisions Tagesr'The roJe of the Grbon Dioxide Removal" (issue 16, iuly
l9)7) an enor has been ma&. In figure 2 on tndicated Co*s of Grbon Dioxide Mitigation, the unit on tle y-axis has
liren opressed as - CC-. ltìis should hare been expressed as - Coss (ECU^C avoid).
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EDITORIAL
he first article in this issue deals with
wastewater reuse, and the divergence of
opinions/regulations surrounding it. Broadly
speaking and with several intermediate
shades of grey in between, there are two camps.
On the one hand, there are the proponents of the
World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines,
who stress the adequacy of the regulations
proposed 1989, and the feasibility of following
such guidelines in less developed countries where
wastewater reuse is often common. On the other
hand we have the supporters of the much more
stringent (and more costly to adopt) 'California'
guidelines, whose proponents champion their
safety, doubt the adequacy of WHO guidelines,
and downplay the risk of the costlier California
guidelines being used in protectionist, trade-
discrimination practices. Since wastewater reuse is
practised in Europe (mostly, but not exclusively, in
Southern European countries), and since
Europeans (largely, but not exclusively Northern
Europeans) import and consume produce from
non-EU countries, possibly irrigated with
wastewater, an integrated European pro-active
approach would be desirable.
The second article deals with the impact of
recent advances in combinatorial chemistry,
which is destined to become a core technology
for chemical as well as pharmaceutical
companies. The article, besides explaining the
mechanics of combinatorial chemistry
techniques, underlines the domination of this field
by US firms, and explains it by showing how the
origin of these techniques may be traced to
dedicated biotechnology firms, of which many
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arose and thrived in the US in the last twenty
years. ln Europe due to different market structures
(capital markets and otherwise) as well as due to
certain initial reluctance vis-à-vis certain aspects
of biotechnological research raising ethical
questions, the biotechnology market did not
follow similar paths to its US counterpart. The
lesson from the emergence of combinatorial
chemistry may be that failing to follow quickly
certain technological trajectories, may result in
lagging behind in other, highly desirable,
technologies which arise in the future about
which no qualms have been expressed.
The third article examines one of the ways that
have been proposed for achieving greenhouse gas
reductions, called Joint lmplementation. This
involves a deal in which countries with high costs
of pollution abatement invest in abatement in
countries with lower costs, and receive credit
themselves for the resulting reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions. The method has clear
efficiency advantages (by getting the same
reduction in a less-costly way), and may help the
usually poorer host country achieve locally better
performance than it could afford on its own, as
well as promoting technology kansfer. However
certain ethical considerations need to be borne in
mind, and it should be ensured that incentives for
future developments towards cleaner
technologies are not compromised by the
availability of the Joint lmplementation
mechanism. Moreover, as in most other pollution
reduction mechanisms, accounting and baseline
definition problems are very thorny issues and
need to be addressed carefully.
,,.J-J'
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The fourth article highlights the need for
collaboration and coordination in research and
development in food safety issues in the EU - a
need underlined by the recent bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE) (so-called "mad cow"
disease) case. The EU and its research centres can
set international collaboration in motion which
will take advantage of the large scope for
obtaining international economies of scale in
food safety R&D, particularly with regard to the
costly development process for the reliable and
rapid tests needed to ensure public confidence in
food products, as wells as enabling cross-
fertilization of ideas and overcoming
the limitations arising from the fact that relevant
expertise does not usually reside in a
single laboratory.
Tf, e IP S ?3:,,lrt
Finally the last article suggests that so-called
smart materials and smart structures have many
applications in transport, medicine, civil
engineering, etc. Europe's slow adoption and
awareness patterns regarding this technology are
due to factors including the fact that policy
frameworks not always conducive to innovation
and commercial uptake, a failure to understand
and identify key challenges, and the areas where
policy intervention could have an impact.
Contrary to what one may expect, the boftleneck
is not basic research but rather in the kanslation
of results from the laboratory to the marketplace.
The multidisciplinary character of work on smart
materials may also be responsible for their
not receiving as much attention as perhaps
they deserve.
'-J-J'-J
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The 1989 WHO 'Health
guidelines for the use
of wastewater in
agriculture and
aquaculture' are the
only existing guidelines
for wastewater reuse at
international level
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Municipal Wastewater: Public Health
and The Environment
Laurent Bontoux
tsouo: The reu§e of wast€water ls lrrcroaslng rapldly ln Europe, mÒsoy, butnot o(cluslvély,
ln southem European countrEs. The most lmportant appllceuons are thB lnlgeffon of
§rops, golf courses and sports flelds, whlch afe tnofeover cases where pathogsn§.from
sle wa§tewater rnav come lrìto contact wtffi the pubilc. At thÈ §amF flme Ewopd, and ln
parflcular the North€m European countrle§. lmport producs ànd flow€rs lntgated wlth
rBclalmed wastewater from countrles on ths $orjthern llttoral of the Medleranean. As
wltfi many acflvltles, th€se tr§nds are occurlng ln Europe agalnst the bacl«trop of
heterogeneous reg u latlon.
Rehvane; The rosoluflon of thls lssue requkes a transparént EuFopBan approach to
protecflng Eunopean consumers and burl§R while pre§eMng ffte slngle martet.and
avoldlng a new health scare a3 damaglng as th€ rècent'mad oow,afralr. EmD€rldng on trus
work on dnre would also ensurs that full advantàgo ls Aken of thé reclamauoi and re-use
of wastowater a§ a water resource and eNlronmental protecuon opuÒn. Addffionally, the
d€velopmsnt of cl6ar European guldellnos for fiìe rG'use of reclahed wasteyy?tèr would
provld€ a quallty benchmart( for non.European countrles, whlch ls deslr?ble ln tho
perspecttve ontfie fortficomlng Euro-Medtterranean FreeTtade Ar€a and ln uÈ contextof
a g€neral lmprtovernent of quallty of ltfe ln Southern Medltenanean countrles.
Analysls: The need for Europcan
wastewater re-use guldellnes
tIffith*
use of wastewater in agriculture and aquaculture'
(WHO, 1989) are the only existing guidelines for
wastewater reuse. While reviewing the health risks
and the (insufficient) epidemiological evidence
available at the time, the only specific criteria the
WHO proposes are microbiological. Table 1
presents these criteria. Work has now started on
chemical guidelines (Chang et al., 1995).
The main justification for the 1000 faecal
coliforms per 100 ml guideline is the comparison
with the 2000 faecal coliforms per 100 ml used as
the European standard for bathing waters.
Protozoa are not included in the WHO guidelines
because the technologies effective in achieving
the nematode standard arguably also provide a
certain removal of protozoa. Viruses are not
considered and their presence is difficult to
monitor on a routine basis.
These guidelines were intended to guide
wastewater treatment design engineers in the
choice of treatment and management technologies
that will reliably achieve these standards. Since
-J-J-JJ.J
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these guidelines have a world-wide scope, they
were also designed to stand realistic chances of
being applied in developing countries, where an
unnecessarily stringent stance would most
probably result in them being ignored (Mara and
Cairncross, 1989). Today, the WHO gu,idelines
represent the minimum below which everybody
agrees that public health protection is not assured.
The other end of the spectrum in the above
mentioned debate is held by the very stringent
1978 California 'Tìtle 22' guidelines, resulting
from a high-tech, 'better safe than sorry'approach.
The California criteria stipulate conventional
biological wastewater treatment followed by
tertiary treatment, filtration and chlorine
disinfection to produce effluent that is suitable for
inigation use. ln support of this approach, Asano
and Levine (1996) have reported two major
epidemiological studies that were conducted in
California during the 1970's and 80's. These studies
scientifically demonstrate that food crops that were
irrigated with municipal wastewater reclaimed
according to the California approach could be
consumed uncooked without adverse health
Ihble 1. Recommended mlcroblologlcal quallty guldellnes for wastewater uso ln
agrlcutturea (wHo, 1989)
a ln specific cases, local epidemiological, socio-cultural and environmental factors should be taken into account and
the guidelines modified accordingly.
b Ascaris, Trichuris and hookworms.
c During the inigation period.
d When edible crops are always consumed well cooked, this recommendation may be less stringent.
e ln the case of fruit trees, irrigation should cease two weeks before the frurt is picked, and no frurt should be picked
off the ground. Sprinkler inigation should not be used.
-Jttt-J
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The stringent 1978
California 'Title 22'
guidelines have been
shown to ensure public
health protection
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Category Reuse
conditions
Exposed lntestinal Faecal Wastewatergroup nematodesb coliforms treatment
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Are the WH0 guidelines
sufficient for public
health protection? This
question is at the
centre of a heated
international debate
No 1A October 1997
Iabh 2. tllcroblologlca! quallty quldellnes and crlterla for lrrlgatlon of the State of
Callfornla (1978)
#ffiWiry*rl*':r, :q;-.
,11;*h*lr.iq$j B,§*micrr: d i
..fir*iùdd :". i ".
a The California Wastewater Reclamation Criteria are expressed as the median number of total coliforms per 100
cm3, as determrned from the bacteriological results of the last 7 days for which analyses have been completed.
b The coliform concentration must not exceed 23 per 100 cm3 in more than one sample per period of 30 days
c The coliform concentration must not exceed 240 per'100 cm3 in more than one sample per period of 30 days
effects. However, the nutrients removed by the
tertiary treatment are not available for fertilizing.
The California guidelines also mention the
possibility of derogations to Table 2 if the California
Health Department judges that the 'commercial,
physical or chemical' treatment of food guarantees
the destruction of pathogens before human
consumption.
Beyond the microbiological limit values, a few
differences can be noted between the WHO and
California guidelines. ln contrast to the California
approach, the WHO guidelines say that the most
stringent microbiological water qual ity requ i rements
can be met by a series of stabilization ponds.
Microbiological monitoring requirements also vary:
the WHO guidelines require monitoring of intestinal
nematodes whereas the California criteria rely on
the required treatment systems and the sole
monitoring of the total coliform count to assess
microbiological quality (Asano and Levine, 1996).
Are the WHO guidelines sufficient for public
health protection? This question is at the centre of
a heated international debate (Marecos do Monte
et al., 1 996). lnternational organizations such as the
World Bank and WHO call for epidemiological
studies to defend the WHO quali§ guidelines. A
large part of the answer probably lies in the
treatment requirements associated to the limit
values. ln any case, and in spite of their safery the
stringency of the California standards are a barrier
to their widespread adoption world-wide.
-J'-JJ'
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Reuse
application
lrrigation
technique
Faecal or Wastewater treatment
total coliformsb requirements
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While the WHO point of view is often
criticized as being too lax, the California
approach is too technology intensive and
expensive for developing countries. One must
realize that in the case where raw wastewater is
directly reused, a widespread practice in many
developing countries (and beyond...), the WHO
guidelines, merely by requiring treatment, are
already a major step forward.
However, other requirements also seem to be
necessary to complement the WHO guidelines.
Based on an extensive analysis of existing
guidelines world-wide, the need for developing
health-related chemical criteria for land
application of reclaimed wastewater has also
been reported by WHO (Chang et al., 1995). This,
added to the fact that the controversy between the
'WHO camp' and the 'California camp' has now
been raging for a number of years means that the
time has come to update the existing guidelines
on an international basis. The door is therefore
now open world-wide for a 'third approach'
integrating the epidemiological knowledge base
generated since 1989 and the latest technological
development in wastewater treatment.
ln the mean time, the issue has been growingi
in importance in Europe. ltaly apparently led the
way in Europe when it adopted wastewater reuse
guidelines in 1977 under the cover of their 1 976
national Water Law. ln spite of being published
one year earlier, the ltalian guidelines essentially
follow the California approach. ln 1989, however,
the region of Sicily published a local regulation
taking a radically different tack, much closer to
the WHO approach. As an added precaution, this
regulation forbids the irrigation of vegetables that
can be eaten raw with any type of reused
wastewater. Reports on the recommended
practice of wastewater reuse for irrigation seem to
have been produced in Emilia Romagna and
Puglia, two other ltalian regions. Reportedly, their
,r-Jrt
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approach is a sort of half-way house between the
WHO and California positions and in any case
does not follow the supposedly binding
requirements of the national Water Law.
ln 1991 France enacted a comprehensive
national code of practice under the form of
recommendations from the Conseil Supérieur
d'Hygiène Publique de France (CSHPF) (CSHPF,
l99l). These recommendations use the WHO
guidelines as a basis, but complement them with
strict rules of application. ln general, the approach
is very cautious and the main restrictions given by
the CSHPF are:
o The protection ofthe ground and surface water
resources.
o The restriction of uses according to the quality
of the treated effluents.
o The piping networks tor the treated
wastewaters.
o The chemical quality of the treated effluents.
o The control of the sanitary rules applicable to
wastewater treatment and irrigation facilities.
o The training of operators and supervisors.
The CSHPF calls for strict observation of these
restrictions to ensure'the best possible protection
ofthe public health ofthe populations concerned.
ln fact, the authorizations for wastewater reuse are
granted on a case by case basis after review of a
highly detailed dossier. So far, wastewater reuse
in France is mostly used for environmental
protection. So far, Spain does not have any
national wastewater reuse guidelines. Draft
guidelines were proposed in 1995, taking an
approach closer to the California standards than
to those of the WHO (Table 3). Nevertheless, the
corresponding draft Royal Decree has still not
been adopted. So far, a new 'White Book' on
water is being prepared and is expected to be
published in October 1997, incorporating
wastewater reuse into the recognized available
water resources.
The IPTS Report
The issue of
wastewater reuse has
recently been receiving
increasing attention in
Europe
The various guidelines
currently existing in
Europe follow different
approaches
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Ieble 3. Draft mlooblologlcal quallty guldellnes and crlterla for lrrlgatlon ln the
propos€d Spanlsh natlonal reeulatlon (1995)
ffiWffiffi
"@,:
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a ln the case of spray irrigation, minimum distances to inhabited areas and public ways will be fixed.
ln spite of the current lack of progress at
national level, various initiatives have been taken
at regional level. Andalusia (Castillo Martin et al.,
1994) and Catalonia (Salgot et al., 1994) have
issued comprehensive wastewater reuse
guidelines essentially follor,r,ing those of the WHO
and are encouraging the practice. ln the Canary
lslands, a hydrological plan has recently been
issued considering wastewater reuse but no
guidelines have been adopted. ln 1992, the
Balearic government published a decree
regulating the discharge of liquid effluents from
municipal wastewater treatment plants (Decreto
1311992 of February 13 1992, published in the
B.O.C.A.|.B. of October 17, 19921. This decree
considers the reuse of wastewater for irrigation
and requires less than 1 nematode per litre and
Iess than 1000 faecal coliforms per 100 ml. ln
April 1995, a Plan for the Reuse of Treated
Wastewater was prepared that follows the WHO
guidelines. As in ltaly, national and regional
approaches differ.
ln Portugal and Creece, a number of important
wastewater reuse projects are in place but no
guidelines have yet been adopted. ln view of the
dire straits of its own water supply situation, the
UK is seriously considering wastewater reuse and
is becoming interested in guidelines.
Because no regulation of wastewater reuse
exists at European level, all this is creating a
momentum in Europe to start international
discussions on good wastewater reuse practices
and guidelines. The only European reference to
wastewater reuse is the article l2 of the European
Wastewater Directive (91 127 1 IEEC) (European
Commission, 1991) stating:'Treated wastewater
shall be reused whenever appropriate'. This is not
sufficiently precise to be useful in tackling the
problems alluded to above. Adopting European
guidelines, or at least developing a European
rationale for wastewater reuse/ would
undoubtedly create an incentive to update and
improve the WHO guidelines. This would in turn
J-J-JT'
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Reuse
applicationa
lrragation
technique
Faecal or
total coliformsb requirements
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give wastewater reuse an increased respectability
world-wide and help integrate it in standard
water management practice.
Other advantages would be:
o the creation of a united European front for the
imports of fruit, vegetables and flowers irrigated
with reused wastewater from third countries
o the elimination of potential health scares within
Europe because of poor wastewater reuse
practices
. better protection for tourists visiting European
facilities irrigated with reused wastewater such
as golf courses, hotel lawns, parks, etc.
. the development of wastewater reuse as an
environmental protection measure, regardless
of the local need for additional water resources.
The water unit of DC Xl (environmenO of the
European Commisoion has already expressed its
interest in the matter. With the help of the IPTS, it
is planning to organize a forum of experts in order
to provide a European rationale on the re-use of
municipal wastewater. The specific objectives of
the project are:
' 
To identify a common European rationale for
wastewater re-use
. Define'good wastewater re-use practices'
o ldentify data gaps and research needs.
No legislation is foreseen at this stage, but this
work will be highly relevant for European water
policy. Considering the status municipal
wastewater reuse is achieving in the world, the
work of this forum is expected to have a world-
wide impact. Besides, a rigorous public health
debate at European level on the issue of wastewater
reuse would be useful for another important
emerging issue: the use of sludge from municipal
wastewater treatment in agriculture. f
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Us-driven trends in combinatorial
chemistry
Chris Tils
Analysls
he last few years we have observed a peak
in the attention given to combinatorial
chemistry. Articles in scientific journals
suggest that these developments will lead
to a revolution in drug discovery processes and in
several other areas of application. From a
European perspective it may be interesting to note
that the technology seems to be almost
exclusively developed in the USA.
ln thrs article, we explain what combinatorial
chemistry is and what future technological trends
and spin-offs can be expected. We will also discuss
the relationship between biotechnology and
combinatorial chemistry and will argue that it is most
probable that the USA rs leading in combinatorial
chemistry because it is stronger in biotechnology
than Europe is. To continue, we discuss Europe,s
response to these developments. The article ends by
signalling certain policy implications.
What ls comblnatorlal chomlstry?
Pharmaceutical companies face considerable
pressure to develop new drugs in a less costly and
time consuming way. Powerful health care
organizations demand cheaper drugs. At the same
time scientific research, for example through the
Human Cenome Project, is revealing more and
more possible targets for tackling diseases.
Moreover, a number of resistant pathogens and new
diseases like AIDS require new drugs quickly.
Combinatorial chemistry provides a tool to meet
these demands for cuts in costs and time.
Traditionally, chemists in the pharmaceuticals
business had to synthesize possible drug candidates
lssue: combtnatortal cheml*rv,i t
and chemlcal cofnpanl€§. ]n comblnatton wlth technotogls§ §uclt 0s iltgn lhroughput
scregnhg (HT§|. rohoflc§, a{hranced soffvyare and gen€ffG, [t has the aùilw-to shortén
the flme to market for new drugs and make drug cllscovery a less co§fly proce§s.
combtnatortal chÉmlstTy ts ilow also movlng lnto ncw flelds of appllcaflon lilm
agrochemlcal§ and adyanced materlals.
Releuanc€: European chemlcal and pnarmaceu{cal companles havé ecqulrèd the
technology through Jolnt ventures, consorfia or tal(e_o\rur§ of smalt flrms, whlch are
mostly located ln the UsA, antt almost none lnfurope; Thls ls Fosstbly ole to tfre act tnat
comblnatorlal chemlstry parfly has lt§ ortgtn in oerncatec olotechnotogryflrm§, whlch are
much more abundant ln th€ usA than h ,Europg. Thts unrterlhss orEe agaln tRe
lmportance of small hlgh-tech flrms a§ sourc§ ùf new tschncilogilcal developments and
polnts to the need for an examlnaflon of pollcy lmpllcaùons.
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one by one before they could screen the activis of
the candidate. The basic idea of combinatorial
chemistry is to synthesize rapidly large amounts of
different compounds at the same time, using a
process that is supported by computation and
automation. Combinatorial techniques enable
chemists to combine several chemical building
blocks in many different ways, resulting in large
numbers of different compounds. The collection of
compounds is called a combinatorial library. Box 1
explains in more detail how combinatorial
chemistry works. The philosophy of the approach is
clear: the more compounds we can screen for
activity as a drug, the more chances we have for
quickly finding a possible drug candidate, or in
jargon: a lead. Experts expect that a lot can be saved
in terms of money and time. Identifying a lead in a
traditional drug discovery process typically takes
approx. 3-4 years. lt is expected that this step will
only take 2 years using combinatorial libraries. The
costs incurred in generating compounds are
expected to drop by a factor of 1 0.
Advanced software plays a key role in
combinatorial chemistry. ln the first place, software
is used to steer the automated synthesis and
analysis of compounds. Secondly, but more
importantly, there is a clear trend towards smaller
and smarter libraries. lt is easy to imagine that the
larger a random library is, the lower the chances
are of an individual compound representing a
suitable drug candidate. Ways to focus a library to
a specific target (disease), could lead to a higher
probability of finding a suitable drug. Advanced
software is developed for this purpose.
Computational chemistry can 'draw a picture' of
the chemical structure a drug has to tackle.
Moreover, it can then 'advice' which chemical
building blocks are most likely to be able to
establish a 'hit' towards that structure. ln jargon:
software can advice on structure-activity
relationships. ln this way, the use of libraries gets
'smarter' and more focused.
,J"-J
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All in all, combinatorial chemistry seems to be
a promising technique. However, we should
emphasize that the technology also has its limits,
the most important one being that the chemical
building blocks used still determine what novel
leads can be discovered. lt is likely that, for
example, natural products will remain an
important source of novel chemical building
blocks for subsequent use in combinatorial
chemistry technology.
The state-of-the-art an.l future
appllcatlons
At present most pharmaceutical companies
have capabilities in combinatorial chemistry. The
total number of companies that list combinatorial
chemistry as part of their technology base now
stands at around 200. lfwe take an overview ofthe
combinatorial scene we can see that a new industry
has emerged comprising firms based exclusively on
combinatorial chemistry. The amounts of money
invested in this industry are considerable: in the
USA the capital raised by combinatorial chemistry
companies was around 600 million dollars in 1996
(By way of comparison between July 94- .lune 95,
US biotechnology firms were capable of raising
roughly 3.5 times as this amount). Considering the
fact that combinatorial chemistry is a very recent
development, the amount of capital invested in it is
remarkable. Whether the investments pay off will
depend on the amount of new products and
applications combinatorial chemistry creates and
when they appear. At this stage it is not possible to
predict what the importance of the technology will
be from a financial point of view. However, the
expectations are high, certainly considering the
degree to which the technology already shows
promising results.
Pharmaceutical companies already have the
first drugs designed by combinatorial chemistry in
the clinical trials phase. These are products
The IPTS Report
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Combinatorial o
chemistry allows the
generation and testing
of a large number of
related compounds
simultaneously, thus
reducing development
costs and lead times in
the pharmaceuticals
industry
The outcome still
depends upon the
building blocks used,
and these continue to
be largely drawn from
nature
Large amounts of
capital are being
invested in
combinatorial
chemistry, reflecting
the perception of its
economic potential
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as agrochemicals,
super-conductor
research, etc, are
' beginning to take an
interest in this
technology
ln the US the
combinatorial
chemistry industry
appears to have grown
up in the context of a
thriving biotechnology
sector
intended to combat the pain of cancer, migraine
and arteriosclerosis. The trials suggest that the
promise of shortening the time to market seems
likely to be fulfilled. Market approval of drugs
developed by combinatorial chemistry seems to be
a questlon of time. Though combinatorial
chemistry has so far mostly been applied in the
pharmaceuticals sector, other industrial sectors are
also affected by the technology. Recently, the agro-
chemicals sector started to use combinatorial
chemistry techniques to look for new leads, for
example for insecticides and fungicides. lt makes
sense for this sector to follow the pharmaceuticals
sector in taking up combinatorial chemistry. ln both
sectors it is important to be able to rapidly screen
large amounts of compounds for blological activity.
The interesting point is that applications of
combinatorial chemistry techniques are diffusing
into others arenas than just those where some kind
of biological activity or effect is sought. The
technology is now also being applied in the search
for new materials. Recently, US investigators were
able to use combinatorial chemistry successfully in
thei r search for high+emperature super-con'ducti ng
materials. The investigators composed a library of
materials based on elements that were screened
for their superconductivity. The techhology has
also been used to trace thin-film bafteries, new
liquid crystals for flat screens or new catalysts. The
crucial feature of combinatorial chemistry today
appears to be the ability to combine an almost
endless range of substances and to screen them for
whatever feature, instead of just biological activity.
ln conclusion, combinatorial chemistry
currently plays and will continue to play, a role in
pharmaceuticals, agro-chemicals and new
materials. However, we should point out that
these are not the only fruits of combinatorial
chemistry. Specialized robotics and software
should also be considered as important spin-off
applications of the technology.
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USA blotechnolooy and comblnatorla!
chemlstry
ln the USA there is a close connection
between the industrial structure of biotechnology
and combinatorial chemistry. ln recent years it is
even common for a good deal of biotechnology
firms not only to hire bio(techno)logists, but also
combinatorial chemists. There are good reasons
for this: also from a technological point of view,
there are connections, which we describe below.
Firstly, biotechnology serves combinatorial
chemistry as a provider of new targets. Over the
last two decades, pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies have been working
towards a clarification of the biological
mechanisms which underlie disease. The Human
Cenome project has played a key role in this
venture. This research brought information
concerning new biological targets that could
possibly be targeted by new drugs. We have
already mentioned that this availability of new
tarSets was one of the triggers for the development
of combinatorial chemistry. The fact that
combinatorial chemistry companies are
established exclusively for research aimed at
specific genetic targets (for example involved in
cancer), clearly underlines the connection between
biotechnology and combinatorial chemistry.
The second connection between
biotechnology and combinatorial chemistry is
more important for the argument we want to make
later-on in this article. Combinatorial chemistry
has actually grown out of the success of one the
basic technologies of biotechnology, namely
molecular biology. Combinatorial chemistry only
came about after molecular biology became a
discipline in its own right about 25 years ago. ln
fact, the first generation of combinatorial libraries
focused largely on peptides and oligonucleotides,
because of the existence of automated, nucleid
,J',JI'
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acid and peptide synthesisers/analysers.
Biotechnological research was an important driver
for the development of this equipment. Since then,
the focus in combinatorial chemistry has shifted
towards organic materials for drug design,
peptides are far from ideal as an oral drug due to
avai labil ity considerations.
Why is it important to point out that
combinatorial chemistry has grown out of
biotechnological techniques? Recent publications
reveal that by far the majori§ of combinatorial
chemistry companies are located in the USA (40-
45 companies) as compared to Europe (l-2
companies) This fact can certainly not be
explained by the weakness of European chemical
industry as it is traditionally very strong. Though
there is no scientific research on this issue yet, the
connection mentioned above between
biotechnology and combinatorial chemistry
suggests another explanation. The leading position
of the USA in biotechnology and the far greater
number of small biotechnology firms might have
been the decisive factor also giving the USA the
lead in combinatorial chemistry. We might
observe here a 'second generation effect' for
Europe's widely acknowledged weak position in
biotechnology. This is all the more severe, since
combinatorial chemistry can very well grow out to
a new important high-tech sector. Certainly if we
take into account that other advanced
technologies as software and robotics are closely
connected to it and that it is moving into several
fields of application.
ex l. @rbtnatorlal rbfililql$
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Eunope',s answer to usA drlYen trends
lf combinatorial chemistry is a future core
technology for pharmaceutical companies then
European companies cannot afford to lag behlnd.
The European private sector has responded
accordingly. Besides starting its own activities,
European companies have been active in acquiring
USA based combinatorial chemistry firms. To date
the take-over of Affymax, a leader in combinatorial
chemistry by pharmaceutical company Claxo for
$533 million is the largest of these acquisitions. ln
the agrochemicals fields forms of co-operation are
being established between small combinatorial
firms and large corporations, in the form of either
acquisitions or target driven deals.
A few European companies and institutions are
involved in the formation of largely USA based
consortia which share critical resources among
the partners for the efficient development of new
products. These developments again shows the
connection with biotechnology because the
formation of consortia is a development which
was already going on for quite some time in
biotechnology. ln fact, consortia in biotechnology
and in combinatorial chemistry are sometimes
closely related or even overlapping. The
formation of consortia is a particularly interesting
phenomenon from the point of view of the future
development of combinatorial chemistry. ln the
innovation literature it is widely acknowledged
that the formation of networks is an important
factor in shaping technology and innovation.
Combinatwial Chemisfi uses different approacher to synthesize large amounts of compounds,
that can subrequently be screened by rapid scrÈening techniques. One of the rnost important ways
of synthesiging- a combinatorial library (collecrion of compounds) is the split and mix synthesis,
wlrich we e$ìin in more detail following ihe,frgure.
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Europe's slowness to
enter the
biotechnology field has
limited its abiliW to be
in at the start of
combinatorial
chemistry
European companies
have got into the field
by buying existing
US firms
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TIGURE 1. TIGURE SPI.IT AND MIX COMBINATORIAI. SYNTHESIS
l. ln an anay of separate reaction vessels, a carrier material ('resin') is present. On each carrier material,
a different chemical building block is attached (in the figure: A, B, C, etc.
ll. The second building block is added, C
lll. The resulting compounds of step B are mixed and then split into three separate reaction vessels.
lV. Three different building block are added: H, l, 
.1. The resuh is I g different compounds.
It is important to note that in general, chemists do not set out from just any type ofmolecule fragments. lfthey seek a
novel lea d, they will startwith a broad selection of interestrng burlding blocks to combine theÀto a broad library. lf,
however, the purpose is to optrmize a lead already there, they will create a more focused library, composed of
building blocks closely related to the a lready established lead. Both approaches, lead creation and optimization, are
feasible with combinatorial chemistry.
Huge amounts of potential drug candidates requires also techniques that facilitate rapid activity+creening of the
compounds. Techn iques such as High Throughput Screening make it possible to screen the activiiy of compòunds in
a limited amount of time. With combinatorial chemistry and HTS, a number of automation and computation
techniques have coevolved, that facilitate the handlin g of large amounts of (data about) substances. For example in
analytical chemistry, changes were needed to be able to assess the pos sible activity ofcompounds on a much larger
scale than before. For this goal, from a cost perspective it was not possible iust to m ultiply the use of established
analytical procedures. So for this purpose, robots are developed which can automatically synthesize h uge amounts
of compounds as well as te$ them for specific activity. But automation of established procedures is nù the only
change in analytical technique that combinatorial chemrstry has spawned. Recent àevelopments show more
advanced anal6ical tchniques such as using a combination of microchips and chemical ,uLrtrn.., to r.rrrr.
activrty of drug candidates.
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The fact that at present networks are
formed with USA companies at the core, will
certainly influence the future landscape of
combinatorial chemistry.
Pollcy lmpllcatlons
What does this all mean for policy from a
European point of view? lt is widely acknowledged
that small ('dedicated') biotechnology firms were
and are of great importance in the development of
biotechnology. Europe lacks the large number of
dedicated biotechnology firms as they exist in the
USA. lf our hypothesis about the role of
biotechnology firms in the development of
combinatorial chemistry is right, then the
existence of dedicated biotechnology firms seems
to have a double importance: not only for the
development of biotechnology, but also for their
technological spin-off, in this case in the form of
combinatorial chemistry technology.
We should draw two lessons from this: first it
underlines again very clearly the importance of a
policy aimed at stimulating the emergence of
dedicated biotechnology firms. However, it might
not be too easy to catch up in the field of
combinatorial chemistry by stimulating the
emergence of dedicated biotechnology firms,
because the combinatorial technology is a 'second
generation technology', i.e. a spin-off from an
already established sector. The second lesson
comes along with this point. Historically,
biotechnology policy in Europe was
understandably heavily influenced by the public
debate on biotechnology and its ethical issues.
Since of course the public's opinion has to be taken
into account, these circumstances urged European
policy makers to.proceed in the field of
biotechnology slowly and with caution. This might
be one of the factors which contribute to Europe's
present weak position in this technology. This
article describes one of the possible backlashes of
Europe's position on biotechnology, namely being
ouside of the core of developments which are a
spin-off of biotechnology. This poses a difficult
dilemma for the policy maker: slowing down the
pace of development of one technology might
mean that you cannot get in on a technology that
emerges in the future, as one technology can be a
spin-off of another. This can be particularly irksome
if this spin-off technology is able to produce new
drugs that are usually greatly appreciated by the
public. There's no definite answer to solve this
dilemma. However the least we can say is that the
idea of investìng to ensure a minimum technology
base in a sector that is not widely supported by the
public has at least one argument in its favour, i.e.
that of keeping open the possibility of exploiting
possrble sprn-otf technologres ln ,n. tr,rr.. f
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One lesson to be
learned is that getting
off the technology
train because you think
it's going too fast
might mean you can't
get back on later
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Collaboration in Research andDevelopment in Food Safety in the EU
Erik Millstone
lssue: lha prcblems cr€Eted by the epldortrlc of bovlne sponglform encephalopathy (BsEt
have bsen thg rnost s€rlous, but not thè onry, problems related to food §afew ln r€cent
years ln Eu$pe. The lncldence tr bacterlal food potsonlng has also oebn flstng tn many,
although not all, M€mb€r stat$, and the EuroFan coflrmlsston has ld€nufled,a need to
rgorganlt6food poltcy.meldng |n the EU. tmprovements ln food sclence and technolo§ty
couH€lso @ntilbute to enfflfig a §aferfoodsupply.
rercrran& The €vldene sugg€sB that thefe ts conslderable scope for tmprovlng co-
qperatlon npiween Member states h thelr research anct dsv§topm€nt on food safety.
uew coruttbns àre behg created under whlch food safety res€afch.pollcy can and
should be r6tudused hth at the Eu levet and wlthh the Mernbef stat€s.
Analysls
lntroductlon
n all EU Member States there are problems of
food safery both acute and chronic. (Federal
lnstitute for Health Protection of Consumers
and Veterinary Medicine, 1995; Fisher, 1997)
While the governments of all the countries
involved are investing in scientific and
technological research and development (R&D)
to help solve these problems, individual
countries are acting more or less in isolation and
are ignorant of each other's efforts. Many of the
problems are, however, common across Europe
and so there may be scope for greater
collaboration in R&D. The problems which
confront policy-makers in both the public and
private sectors seeking to diminish or even to
eliminate the hazards posed by food-borne
pathogens are aggravated in part by the uncertain
and inconclusive state of scientific knowledge, as
well as by serious shortcomings in some of the
technology currently avai lable.
Sclentlflc uncertalntles
Serious uncertainties afflict numerous aspects of
the science of food safety at the level of both acute
and chronic problems. While we know, for
example, that the incidence of E.Coli 01 57 is far
higher in some regions than others, we do not know
why this is so. (Pennington et. al., 1997)
Fortunately, with E.Coli, it is relatively easy to
eliminate the hazard as long as contaminated meat
is always properly cooked. The same cannot,
however, be said for all food-borne
pathogens, especially transmissible spongiform
encephalopathies. We know that if and when cattle
below the age of 30 months carry the BSE
pathogen, the levels in their tissues are considerably
tt-J-J-J
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Although all EU
Member states are to
some extent affected
by food safety
problems they
continue to work in
isolation
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Effective policy-making
is hampered by
incomplete scientific
knowledge about the
behaviour of certain
food-borne diseases
Classical microbial tests
are reliable but slow,
moreover they are less
well suited to modern
flow process
. techniques than
former batch
production
lower than in those older animals that have already
exhibited the characteristic symptoms of the
disease, but we do not know whether or not all
asymptomatic animals below the age of 30 months
are entirely pathogen-free. lf we had a quick and
reliable method for measuring levels of pathogenic
prions, and if we knew whether or not there was
some threshold of exposure below which the risks
were non-existent or insignificant, policy-making
would be far less challenging or controversial.
It is very probable that BSE arose from the
incorporation of meat and bonemeal rendered
from carcasses of diseased animals into agricultural
feeds, but this has not yet been conclusively
established because some of the experiments
which could provide confirmatory evidence
remain to be conducted. lt is probable that new
variant Creutzfeldt-.lakob Disease (C.lD) has arisen
as a consequence of humans consuming BSE-
contaminated meat, but that would also be very
hard to demonstrate conclusively.
Technotoglcal opportunltles
Such scientific uncertainties are linked to, and
compounded by, the absence of rapid and reliable
technological methods with which to establish the
presence or absence of pathogens in particular
samples of food (and if they are present, to obtain
an accurate indication of the levels at which
occur). Advances in food science and technology
should however enable the food industry more
effectively to provide consumers with healthier
diets, and should facilitate public policy-making
by reducing the uncertainties with which policy-
makers have to grapple.
Classical microbiological techniques are
reliable, for many bacteria and viruses at any rate,
but they are slow and consequently expensive. lt is
relatively straightforward to take a sample of
material from, say, milk, meat or fish, or products
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containing them, and to introduce it into a growing
medium in a glass dish, and then to incubate it for
many hours or even for a few days. lf bacteria were
present in the initial sample, this will be evident
because they will multiply in the interim, and will
have formed a conspicuous colony in the host
medium. This would provide evidence that the
initial sample may have been unfit for human or
animal consumption, but the method, although
reliable, is hardly prompt. lf you are operating a
food processing factory you would like to be able
to certify the safe§ of your output as it comes off
the production line, and not several hours or days
later, least of all after it has left your premises.
Technological improvements at the point of
production would drastically reduce the incidence
of food poisoning from processed products.
With increasing quantities of food now being
handled by flow, rather than batch, processes,
technologies are needed that will provide reliable,
continuous, real{ime data on the microbiological
status of food ingredients as they enter and flow
through the manufacturing process. The urgency is
compounded by the growing integration of the
single European market for food products. The
scale of production facilities is growing, and the
distribution networks are becoming larger and
more complex. A localized problem of
contamination could therefore be spread over a
long product run, and be distributed across a very
wide area. ln this regard, a particularly area of
innovation is provided by the development of what
have come to be known as biosensors. (Hobson et
al, 1 996) Progress has been made in recent years in
particular to provide real-time, accurate and
sensitive methods for microbial detection, and the
use of immobilized enzymes appear to offer
particularly promising techniques. (Oh, 1 993)
The delays in obtaining results from tests for
BSE are substantially greater than those for
bacteria. The only remotely reliable test which we
,.J-J-J'
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have, other than exposing cattle to a test material
and waiting for anything between Z and l0 years,
involves using experimental mice. This test is
performed most effectively using a relatively rare
and expensive strain of inbred mice that require a
high standard of care because they are especially
vulnerable to infections. Following their exposure
to pathogenic material, the mice do not start to
exhibit overt symptoms of spongiform
encephalopathies until they are geriatric, that is to
say not before they are 18 months old. The lack of
a rapid test has not only caused great difficulties for
the farming and meat industries but also for the
scientists seeking to conduct research into BSE and
diseases of the same type.
It has been widely recognised, at least since the
publication of the Southwood Commiftee report in
1989, that research to develop a rapid and reliable
test for the presence and/or absence of the BSE
pathogen must be given high priority. (Southwood
et. al., 1989) This fact has been repeatedly
acknowledged, most recently by the EU
Commission in its call for research proposals on
BSE. (Commission of the European Union, i997)
As soon as it becomes technically and
commercially viable reliably to certify live animals
and/or carcass meat as BSE-free, the entire crisis
will become substantially simpler to manage.
lnvestmeilt ln R&D
ln recent years there has been considerable
technological progress, and that technological
proSress has arisen as a consequence of a sustained
programme of investment in research and
development (R&D) by both the public and private
sectors. Some progress is evident to the extent that
the time taken to obtain reliable bacteriological
results has diminished in some cases from several
days to several hours but, as Patel has explained,
'..commercial on-line techniques...are a long way
off..'(Patel, 1993) As far as a test for BSE in live
-J'-J-J'
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animals or carcass meat is concerned, it would
appear to remain a remote prospect. The potential
impact of the development of such a test could be
massive. The period since the announcement, on
20 March 1996, that evidence had emerged
indicating that the consumption of BSE-
contaminated meat had most probably been
responsible for the emergence of several cases of
so-called new variant CJD, has seen rapid growth
in the investment of public resources in pursuit of
such a test, with an ever more rapid increase in
investment by the private sector. Prior to this, the
private sector had shown only a faint interest in
developing such a test. If a reliable test had been
available at any time in the preceding 10 years, the
crisis of March 1996 would almost certainly not
have occurred. The above discussion indicates that
both public authorities and private firms in the food
and the scientific instruments industries have
incentives to invest in scientific and technological
research and development to help produce,
process, distribute, store and sell food products
more safely. kientific and technological progress
should also be invaluable in simplifying the policy-
making process.
ldeillfylng currcnt res€ench potlcleg
and programme§
R&D projects are underway in all EU Member
States, but no-one can provide us with an overall
picture of the work which is, and is not, being
done, let alone that which is being planned. The
governments of all Member States are investing in
such R&D activities, and the work is being
conducted in a wide range of different kinds of
institutions, from government laboratories to
independent universities and research institutions,
as well as in the corporate sector.
There are good commercial reasons why many
companies may be relatively secretive about some
of their R&D, but the same considerations do not,
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Testing for BSE can
take months or years
and a more rapid test
still looks to be a long
way off
Effective tests would
prevent diseases like
BSE from reaching
crisis proportions
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It is quite possible that
there is some wasteful
duplication of effort in
the current context of
uncoordinated
research
Particularly expensive
and long-term research
might best be pursued
in coordinated multi-
national programmes
and should not, apply to public authorities. Senior
food scientists representing the governments of the
EU Member States meet on a regular annual basis,
but not even they have established an arrangement
under which they would share with each other a
description of the R&D proSrammes and proiects
they are each funding separately. There is,
therefore, an opportunity and a need to establish
precisely what R&D activities are in progress or
being planned. lt would then be possible to
explore the scope for collaborations and for co-
ordination in the future.
Eu-wlde Co-ordlnation
There could be a number of potential benefits
from improved bilateral and multilateral co-
operation in food safe§ research. lt is quite
possible that there is some wasteful duplication of
effort. Particularly as while the scientific literature
is quite good for distributing information about
achievements, it is less effective at warning
colleagues about lines of investigation which
have not been fruitful. There are, moreover,
important lines of research that would benefit all
countries but which would be so expensive that
no Member State on its own is prepared
to fund them.
For example, policy-making and product
formulation would be far simpler if we knew how
reliable rodent toxicology studies are at providing
indicators of the effects of compounds on
humans. There is plenty of scientific scope for a
comparison of the results of animal toxicological
studies with the evidence which has been
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accumulated, and which could be obtained, from
epidemiological studies in occupational settings
where workers are per force exposed to higher
levels than average consumers, and for longer and
more consistent periods. Research along those
lines would substantially reduce the unce(ainties
which complicate decision-making, but it would
be an expensive and long{erm project, and so
might be pursued more effectively in a co-
ordinated multi-national programme.
The case for further R&D and collaboration is
not confined to toxicological issues, and similar
considerations apply to many microbiological
topics. OECD-wide collaboration would
obviously be desirable, but evidence that an EU-
wide collaborative programme was productive
would aftract other participants. There is, in short,
plenty of scope for obtaining some international
economies of scale in food safe§ R&D. Relevant
expertise is not always uniquely located in
domestic, public or private sector laboratories.
summary and concluslon
The discussion has indicated that
improvements in food safety science and
technology would benefit consumers, producers
and policy makers. There are substantial benefits
which could be obtained firstly by sharing
information and subsequently by achieving some
degree of co-ordination, benefits which would be
fostered by initiatives taken by the research
community, by official representatives of the
governments of Member States or by the European
Commission. f
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A wide varieW of
instruments have been
put forward as part of
the implementation of
green-house gas
emission reductions,
among them so-called
'Joint lmplementation'
Joint lmplementation from a
European Perspective
C. Hendriks, A. Zwick, A. Soria, F. Peeters
lssuè: The concept of Jolnt lmplementaflon lnvolves a bllateral or multllatèral dgal ln whlch
countrles faclng hlgh polluflon abatement @sts hvest ln abatement In countrles {rltt
lower costs, and receMe €redlt for the resultlng reductlon ln greenhouse g.E emlsslons. ln
1995 the Conference of the Parfles declded to esBbll§h a pllot phàse, duftng whlch
Framework conventlon on CllmatÉ Change slgnatorles can partlclpat6 ln Joht
lmplementatlon projects on a rroluntary basls, wlthout accrulng credlts for achlsv€d
greenhouse gas reductlons.
R€l€vaftto: As soon as the PaÉles come to blndlng commltmen8 on the reductlon of
crgenhouse Gas€s next December ln lcyoto, the countrles have to ffafi§hte fl* lnto thelr
naflonal pollcy. The prlnclple questlon wlll be horrv to attaln th6 reductlon objéctlìre§.
Arnong the opflons under dlscusslon ls Joht lmplqnsntatlon, $rhos€ a(nftlnhgl3s and
dlsadvantages ieetl to be car€fully evaluatert ln ord6r to achl€ve lts successflJl apdlcatlon.
Analysls
1. htroductlon
F\reparations are currently underway for the
I lao"t"*..e of Parties tCoP-3) at binding
I emission reduction tareets of ereenhouseI gases (CHC) will be negotiated. Once
agreement is reached, a variety of different
policies and measures will be required to meet
reduction targets. These range from "no-regret"
policies to active, precautionary measures.
Reducing CHC (greenhouse gas) emissions in
production processes can be achieved by (further)
energy efficiency improvement, by CO2 removal
and by larger-scale replacement of fossil fuels
with alternative energy sources. Market-based
instruments have been identified as useful tools
for the introduction of CHC emission reduction
measures. These include voluntary agreements,
carbon/energy tax, tradable emission permits,
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deposit refund systems, subsidized product bans,
and joint implementation. This lafter approach
has been adopted in article 4.2 (a) ol the 'UN-
Framework Convention on Climate Change'. The
first stage of its implementation includes only
Annex I countries, but provisions have been
made for non-Annex ll countries to be included
at a later stage.
The idea of environmental policy instruments,
conceptually comparable to Jl (joint
implementation), is becoming wide spread and
provisions for it have already been made in
international agreements such as 'The Montreal
Protocol', 'The Second Sulphur Protocol'and 'The
Rhine Salts Treaty'.
This article looks at two questions. Firstly,
whether or not Jl implementation is feasible, and
secondly, whether or not 
.ll will accelerate the
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implementation of GHC reduction measures and to
what extent it will affect the necessary development
of environmentally sound technologies in the
investing countries. We also review the current
position of some important actors on the 
.ll scene
and more specifically discuss the position of the EU.
2. Jolnt lmplemcntaflon: Tho Bcnefts
The driving force behind Jl is obvious: it allows
measures to reduce CHC emissions to be taken
where they are least costly, on a world-wide level.
This fits in with the nature of greenhouse gases,
whose impact on global climate is the same
regardless of where they are emitted. 
.ll may
induce significant capital flows from private
investors in the OECD countries to their
counterparts in developing countries, in addition
to already existing or forthcoming official capital
flows between governments. A condition for
encouraging the involvement of the private sector
may be an exemption from taxes or the
application of a quota system.
.loint lmplementation allows broad
participation, and this may avoid 'leakage' of
reduction potential that may occur under certain
tax regimes (taxed activities may shift to other
countries, outside of the agreement, where the
CHC emissions will consequently rise). Emission
targets could, thus, be even more ambitious than
obligations under any agreement.
For the host country the acceptance of Jl
projects will primarily depend on the demonstrated
economlc value from both capital and technology
transfer points of view. Additionally, a reduction in
SOx, NOx and dust emissions by technology
improvement or reduced erosion in the case of
reafforestation, will cause a secondary
environmental benefit. This and spin-off effects of
innovative technology in the country could provide
important incentives for developing countries to
participate. The diffusion of new technologies
could be in some cases even more crucial than the
expansion of existing technologies (Box I ).
Jl may also make time to develop integrated
environmentally sound technologies, which
usually take longer to develop and introduce than
the so-called end-of-pipe technologies.
This farsighted application of Joint
lmplementation might create a pathway for more
'sustainable' solutions.
.ll is considered feasible, for instance, for
projects in the forestry sector, energy production
and energy efficiency or demand-side
loil r..Grq.Wctilffioil' [l lfi!ffirc*t
A forthcominghnicle by Ctscsr Mart(nez {IPIS Report: to be published} on the electrification of
remote rural',peas by Solar Home Systems in lndonesia iltustrates the potential of Joint
lnpkmentatisi" Aisessment of tÌre expansion of *re grid to these areas and the attendant
rtainbnance Syisaged its total costs being greater ùran that of solar power. Renewàbles would be '
rnore favourahlàthan tfte simple aption of diesel-ponrered engines in each household to which they '
would certainly witch to meet their energy demands in the near future. The financing of renewables ,
in this area.tMrigh a fi proiect could avold exp€ctd ernissions and disseminate reneryahles ih Éte '
rffifket. Be*r partiet inbrests could--*rus be nret, achieving bù cheaper emissiorr reduction in a ,
developing codrtry and tre desired electrification to improve the living standards in certain areas.
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Joint lmplementation
makes it possible to
reduce emissions
where it is cheapest to
do so and create flows
of capital and
technology to
developing nations
One criticism is that Jl
shifts emissions
reduction away from
polluter nations and
perhaps reduces
incentives for the
future development of
cleaner technologies
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Another drawback is
that certain countries
currently outside the Jl
agreement framework
look likely to account
for the largest
increases in emissions
For Joint
lmplementation to be
fair, baseline emissions
need to be defined
accuràtely. This is often
difficult to do at
country level
Joint lmplementation
projects are divided
into two main groups:
technology-based Jl
and environmentally-
based Jl. Technology-
based Jl perhaps offers
greater long-term
advantages
management, services and maintenance of
pipeline networks, renewables, agriculture, waste
and modern traffic systems.
5. Jolnt hplementatlon: fhe concems
First and most importantly, Jl gives rise to an
ethical question. Civen that the aim of the
Climate Convention is to mitigate climate change
by reducing greenhouse gas emissions, it may
seem counterintuitive that nations do not reduce
emissions within their own territory, but try to
offset them elsewhere. ln this context, it can be
questioned whether - contrary to the sustainable
pathway mentioned above - Jl would promote
reliance on current fossil fuel technologies in the
investing country and would reduce incentives
for major breakthroughs in terms of future
alternative technologies.
Another main question concerns the
involvement of non-Annex I countries. A preferred
target for.ll are the East European Annex I
countries. However, the lnternational Energy
Outlook 1997 projects that in 201 5, annual global
emissions will be 9.7 billion metric tons of carbon
(CtC), with about 45% of these emissions coming
from the developing world (ElA, 1997). These
figures are based on projected increases in world
energy demand from EIA's 'reference case'
scenario, which indicates that the developing
world, particularly Asia and China, will account for
more than sixty percent of emissions groMh
between 1995 and 201 5. This calls for a Sreater
level of introduction of cleaner energy sources in
non-Annex I countries: it would be wise to respond
in time to their future energy demand in an
environmentally and economically sound way. ln
this light, Jl could also provide a way of technology
transfer. lt should be noted that in the case of .ll
between an committed investing country and a
host country without commitment, as foreseen for
the initial phase of .ll, emission accounting can
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only be done at a project level. A cross-checking of
the emission reduction results achieved on a
national level would not be possible.
This is not the only accounting/definition
problem to be kept in mind when considering both
Jl and other emission reduction efforts. Another
problem for the implementation of Jl involves the
baseline definition, i.e. what is the amount of
CHC emissions that would otherwise have been
emitted. Emissions reduction under Jl should be
'genuine', i.e. counhies should not be rewarded
for emission reduction that would have taken
place anyway. For this reason, some argue that Jl
may only be established between Annex-l
countries, with well-defined emissions, base years
and emission targets. For developing countries this
is normally not the case, so others have argued that
the question of the baseline can only be tackled on
a micro (project) level.
The question of equity also needs to be looked
at: how can the system guarantee that the net
benefis will be equitably shared between investing
and host country? (This highlights a problem
intrinsic to the "commitment" mechanism, not Jl per
se). The situation differs according to whether the
agreement is with another Annex 1 country or with
a non-Annex I country (without commitment),
since the lafter is not interested in obtaining
emission reduction based on national commitments.
ln the latter case the total reduced amount could be
credited to the investing country. As soon as the
country without commitrnent enters the group of
countries with commitment its emissions will
already be lower than it would have been without il,
which brings us back to the baseline definition issue
mentioned earlier. ln any case the host country will
negotiate to get the most out of this "deal".
ln general, loint lmplementation projects can
be grouped around two major lines, namely
technologically based Jl and environmentally
,rrr-J
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based Jl. Forestry for instance, can be grouped
under the environmentally-based activities, which
have been given preference in the pilot phase of
jointly-implemented activiti.r2. A principle
difference from technology-based activities is that
once a forest is mature, little or no additional
amount of CO2 will be sequestered, and the
possibility remains of the sequestered CO2 being
returned to the atmosphere in the event of the
forest's bei ng fel led. Technology-based activities,
such as energy efficiency improvement or
development of renewables, are not easily
reversible because the emissions avoided are not
stored and can thus not be re-emitted later on.
Additionally, once an improved technology is
adopted, it is unlikely that the old technology will
return. The technological progress is a rather
critical issue. There are voices that are sceptical of
afforestation in the Jl context, as this could delay
necessary sustainable development, given that the
investment is siphoned away from the
technological innovation process of the investing
country. Apart from the general concerns
mentioned above, Jl may also be subject to some
specific issues which affect both host and
investing countries. Table 1 gives an overview of
(assumed) advantages and disadvantages for the
investing and host countries.
4. Jolnt hplementaflo[: Th€ hsfltuttonat
lmpllcatlon§
The issues discussed above make it clear that Jl
projects need prior endorsement and assessment
before credits can be accrued to the parties
involved. These nruo Jl specific tasks have to be
performed in any case by independent and
authorized institutions and call for the creation of
a structure, and the definition of criteria,
evaluation procedures as well as the necessary
technical expertise. One of the main issues to be
solved is the baseline issue. Defining the baseline
requires a well-founded state-ofthe-art review
that can be used as a reference point, taking future
planning into account. lf the company or country
already planned to install more energy efficient
technology, the baseline evaluation has to take
this into consideration. The energy conversion
efficiency of coal-fired power plants seryes as an
example. This amounts to about 36% in OECD
Iàble 1. Oyerulew of advantages and dlsadvantages for the lnvesflno and host
countrles
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The baseline issue
needs to be resolved if
'free-riding' is to be
avoided, in which
projects which were
due to be
implemented anyway
are included in Jl
accounting
An international
clearing house could
provide the formal
ratification of projects,
whilst national
institutes could serve
as a focus and
promoter for Jl
projects
countries, but to only 20-22%. in some
developing countries. ln the case where a new
high-efficiency power station was already
planned less credit should be given for the
emission reduction achieved. Otherwise, free
riding may occur in which activities which would
have been implemented in any case are funded.
Under such circumstances emission reduction
would be inappropriately accounted by the
investing country. Such free riding can only be
reduced if criteria are defined clearly by an
international institution in which as many
countries as possible participate.
ln order to gather information and gain
experience with Jl,,AU (Activities lmplemented
Jointly) programmes have been set up in about 20
countries world-wide (JlQ, 1997). Some of those
already have a national organization for Jl and
gained relevant experience with the system. The
FCCC secretariat in Bonn is currently active in
solving technical issues on Jl. ln Box 2, the
current Jl status is described for the USA, Japan
and Europe, while Figure 1 presents an overview
of ongoing AIJ projects, indicating investing and
host countries.
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Brrui ,pon the experience gained the
following structure (Fig. 2) may be an appropriate
starting point. On an international level a
clearing-house could be established. This institute
would deal with the formal ratification of projects,
based on proposals from the national institutes.
National institutes should deal with the
credibility of a Jl project and serve as national
focus point for the identification of projects as
well as provide information on financial aspects.
They should also set up a kindof bulletin board
on which potential Jl projects can easily be
identified. Thus, the interests of developing
countries are preserved, ensuring national equity
on this issue. Furthermore, they may have to
interfere with private sector activities as targets
have to be reached (eg. set levels of CHC
emissions reduction), which may be of lesser
concern to the private sector.
Another aspect that certainly needs to be
clarified is the financing of Jl proiects. The financial
additionality criteria (CoP-1) requires Jl pro.jects to
provide financial engagements apart from official
development assistance of the parties, including
Fleure 1. Prolocts under dGvetopment or ongolng AIJ prolccts around th€ world,
lndlcatlng the lnvestlng countrlos and host reglons toeeth€r wlth the numb€r of
prolocts (JlQ, 1997)
t-Jrfi
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usA
The USA eshblished the US lnitiative on foint lmplementation (USUI), which started working in
autumn 1994 and is cunently the most devetoped and experienced Jl programme world-wide. The
structure oÉthe USUI is such that dre responsibility for policy and proiect criteiia, ultimate project
approval and daily working is separately observed by the lnteragency Wo*ing Croup, the
Evaluation Parml and the Secretariat respectively. According to the CaP-l decision 5/Cp.1, the USUI
established nirc critèria for project approval. The USlfl not only nionitors and verifies the achieved
emissions redrdions of accepted projeets, it also provide§ technical assistance to initiatly refused,
but potentially worthwhile Jl pro.iecs. B€sides supplying support, the USIJI performs a number of
outreach activities, including: setting up biJateral and multilateral agreements with countries to
facilitae cooperation on Jl projecb, organizing US and international workhops and providing
information services. At this time 23 proiects have been qpprorled by the USUI, ranging from
reafforestation 'and renewables to district heating improvements and the capture of fugitive rnethane
emissions fom a pipeline. These have covered the following geographical regions: Eastern Europe,
fuia, South Facific, Russian Fedaatiory Latin America and Africa. The USA recently announced the
investment d a furfrer 0.9 MECU for Jl project development.
Jamr
The Japan Ptogiamnte for A[ under the Pilot Phase' was established in November 1995, for which
the Japanese Covernment created an lnter Miriisterial Agerrcy Coordination Committee for AU to
facilitate cornmunication among ministries concemed with fl (in Japan each ministry is responsible
for apprwal. d 
.ll projecb submitted to them). The criteria for Jl psect approval in Japan are
basically thogeof CoP-I, in accordance with its decision S/CP.I. Thus tar, eleven projects have been
selected as pdEntial Alf projecs and are under further development now (these projects have not
yet tleen o{ficially reported to the FCCC and therefore not yet recognized), six of which are
qfforestatiffi.pFoiects and five are in the field of energy efficiency and renewables. The projects are
located in fuia and Africa. Japan recently decided to invest 1.4 MECU in development of Jl projects.
Ewom
At present tfte Netherlands, Denmark, Cermany, Finland, lceland, Norway and Sweden have Alf
ptogarrel ltdorc specifically, in April 1997, tlxi Netherlands initiated a Jl campaign directed at
their industy, for which they made 40 million tCUs available to suppoft elj projecs. ln the Dutch
Jl programrne iplicy is established by an ad hoc Advisory Board and a Steerirg Committee, whilst
ùe practical s<ecution (proiea selection and approval) is carried out by the ministries of
Enviionrnent (politicat responsible fsr Jl), Economic Affairs, Ertemal Affairs and Development
Coop,eration, l-bre again, the criteria are basically those of CoP-l . Ease line study, monitoring
evaluation aid registration of the projecs is done by the ll Regisùation Centre.
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Constant monitoring of
Jl projects is also
required to ensure the
credibiliW of the
scheme
Jl initiatives in Europe
are currently
fragmentary and
concentrated in the
northern countries
Clobal Environment Facility (CEF) funding. Other
resources will have to be found or created to
stimulate private participants to be involved,
especially during the AIJ pilot phase which offers
little benefit for investors. This is particularly
important because an achievement of JI's promise
would depend heavily on the engagement of the
private sector in developed countries taking into
account today's era of shrinking government
budgets. The national institutes should therefore
provide an oversight of existing and new financing
mechanisms for Jl and eventually set up portfolios
that could attract potential investors, who would
otherwise not become involved.
ln order to guarantee the credibility of ll, each
country involved in Jl projects should monitor the
emission reductions realized each year and this
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should continue throughout the life-time of a
project. This assessment requires data acquisition
and reconciliation, the development of
methodologies and technical skills and would
best be performed by highly specialized and
independent technical experts from, for instance,
research institutes, universities or NCOs, in the
context of a f! monitoring institute. ln addition
international verification needs to be ensured.
5. lbwards a Eurcpoan APproach
ln the light of a common EU negotiation
proposal in Kyoto for binding emission targets, it is
natural that EU member states look for common or
coordinated approaches to translating the binding
targets into reality. As this implies, Jl may bring both
environmental and economic benefits. The
Figurc 2. Posslble structurc of an lnstltlÉlonal Jl verlflcatlon system ba$d on thooEtlcal
conslderatlons, avallable cxperlence and lntcrnatlonal concerns (modlfled after
wuppeÉa! hstltut, 1996)
-J-J.J'J
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lnternational level: clearing-house
- ratif ication of projects/accouhti ng
- information d issemination
- partly financing (CEF)
- control and checking of criteria
National level: governments and institutes
of donor/host c-ountry
- stimulacion of private'sector, information
- identification of projects and approval
- financing
- control and checking of criteria
- verification and cross-checking
Project level: governmen/private sector
- monitoring
- control
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concerns and institutional implications have shown
that a careful evaluation of the pilot phase is
necessary. The verifiabilis and the efficiency of the
cunent AIJ projects in terms of emission reduction
has to be assessed by both individual member
states and the European Union as supranational
authority. Jl needs more experience be gained from
the Al.l pilot phase projects in order to set up a good
working Jl regime in the near future.
Until now there has been no common
approach to Jl by the EU. lnitiatives on Jl are being
developed mainly by the Northern member states
and not yet by the Southern EU countries. Current
pafterns suggest the evolution of many different Jl
initiatives, all developing at a different speed,
implying different structures, rules and criteria,
and each having restricted influence on the
international forum. At this stage the EU could
play an important role in the dissemination of 
.ll
by coordinating those tasks which would
otherwise have to be done separately by each
member state, such as establishing criteria and
developing a unified assessment methodology.
The EU could also provide and tune new funding
during the pilot phase and regulate criteria for
subsidles (JI funding could be on/over the edge of
hidden export subsidy) in order to avoid conflict
among the member countries. This emphasises
the importance of a supranational clearing-house
at EU level. A further important point is that a well
defined political direction could provide a solid
basis for industrial investment on
environmentally-sound technologies, and in this
way could be not only an important instrument for
CHC emissions reductions but also increase the
competitiveness of European firms in this area.
.6. Concluslon
Europe is likely to agree to reduce its
emissions of greenhouse gases. The question
now is how to implement this objective. Jl might
'.J"-J
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be one route among many, but sufficient
experience with the 
.ll mechanism is not yet
available to anticipate all the concerns and to
make final decisions on an international level.
The realization of 
.ll concerns a delicate framing
of criteria. Various institutional issues are not yet
fully understood, although a certain common
structure for Jl and AIJ programmes (mainly based
on the CoP-l criteria) can be found in many
countries already active in the field of Jl.
Therefore, the AU pilot phase constitutes a
crucial moment for the identification of the right
type of pro.lects and a good legal basis, and
should receive the necessary attention to create
the right environment for a Jl regime in the
near future.
lncentives at national level should be created
to stimulate the participation of private
companies. Covernments could encourage the
business community by concluding covenants or
issuing national credits, i.e. exemption from
taxes or similar measures. Efforts should be made
to disseminate Jl information, to provide
opportunities for research on Jl and to encourage
the discussion about Jl on an international level.
This could be achieved by a platform for
information exchange on potential 
.ll projects to
lower administrative costs. A strong participation
of all the countries is necessary to exclude
free riding on a large scale and to create a
common consensus about fairness in bilateral
commitments.
.ll can be initiated by the industrialized world,
but to be effective it requires the developing
countries being involved. The European Union
could play a leading role by establishing a policy
towards developing countries and help them to
work out a Jl policy that reflects their national
priorities. A technologically-based Jl would
favour the dissemination of environmentally
sound technologies. 5
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Facilitating Technology Uptake:
The Case of Smatt Structures and
Materials
Celia Creaves
ls§ue: Smart stfl.tctures and other appllcatlons of smsrt materlals add value through thelr
appllcatlon, by reduclng costs and lncreaslng tuncflonallty. Appllcaflons tnclude
transport, c{vll engheerhg, medlcal harclware and manufasturlng technology. Europe ls
currÉnfly lagglng behhd tapàn and ffie us ln terms of both uptal(è and awaren€ss of
smart materlals.
Releyanoé: r 
-gurope ls to compete efrec1Ively ln the area of smart structures, there ls a
need for FlEy frameworks which encourage lnnovatlon and faclltEte corRmerclal
uptake, Thl§, requlres an undersbndlng amongst pollcv rnal(enr of the key challenges
faclng th€ seq6r ano the ldentlftcatlon of ar€as where pottcy lntemenflon coutd mak€ e
slgnlflcant @ltrlbutlon. current evldence suggests that a major constralrìt to progress
ls not baslc res€arch. or the lack of lt, br,lt tfie absence of 
€ffecflv€ mechanlsms to
facllltate tha frnslafion of research outcomes to the marketplace.
htroductlon technology. The greatest value arises not in the
production of the materials, but in their
application in systems and structures. By way of
illustration, whilst shape memory materials are
initially supplied in relatively simple forms,
such as wires, rods and thin film, they have a
diverse range of applications, as shown in
Boxl . This variety of uses clearly highlights the
generic value of smart materials and the
systems and structures into which they are
incorporated.
Whilst many aspects of European policy have
a broad applicability to smart materials, the
focus of research and development is currently
via the Brite-Euram Programme (lndustrial and
Materials Technologies - Brite-Euram lll). The
overall objective of this programme is to work
mart structures are structures composed of, at
least in part, intelligent or smart materials.
Such materials generally exhibit the following
characteristics (Scientific Cenerics Ltd, 1 993):
o properties which are, in some way, unexpected
or novel;
o the capability to respond physically to external
stimuli without requiring external information
processing;
o reversibility and recyclabili§, particularly in the
case of systems; and
o general applicability to a variety of situations.
Users of smart materials perceive the
'smartness' as a feature of the application rather
than an as latent characteristic of the
,-J'-J'
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The history of smart
materials has tended to
be characterized by the
development of
technologies looking
for a problem rather
than novel solutions-
based approaches
Box 1. Example materlals and appllcatlons
towards sustainable development by preparing
for the factory of the future. Research areas
covered by the Programme include integration
of new technologies into production systems
and advanced materials, as an example of
technologles for product information. Support
mechanisms comprise shared cost research and
technology development (RTD) projects,
thematic networks, concerted actions and
accompanying measures, including those
targeted towards maximising spin-offs from
the programme.
Tochnology challonges
Notwithstanding the generic appeal of smart
materials and structures for utilization in a wide
variety of commercial and technical markets, a
number of remaining challenges need to be met
if their commercial potential is to be realized
across Europe. At the fundamental level, the
history of smart materials has tended to be
characterized by the development of
technologies looking for a problem rather than
novel solutions-based approaches. A key issue
No 18 October 1997
here is to differentiate between smart materials
and the structures and systems which they are
typically incorporated into.
Whilst access to the materials themselves is
generally not limited, a number of factors
constrain access to new applications. One of the
most important of these is a lack of awareness,
both in terms of knowledge/understanding of
materials (and their applicability) and
appreciation of the need for such materials to be
tailored to suit specific structures and systems if
they are to provide added value. For example,
although electro-rheological fluids are well
known, many technologists are unaware of the
precise changes in viscosity and stiffness which
can be achieved in use. There is also a tendency
towards over-specialization, which results partly
from sensationalization of impractical
applications and partly from underestimating the
value in more mundane applications.
An example of failure to understand the
technology is the perception of low durability,
which stems from a deficiency of technical
',J-J-JTO IPTS - JRC - Seville, 1997
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knowledge and lack of appreciation of the
production and manufacturing process. Thus,
whilst it is possible to use base-stock to
manufacture components which fail after five
cycles or a million cycles, users are often
unaware of this. Shape memory materials are a
good example of a technology-push
development. Awareness and commercialization
have been aided by demonstrators, but there has
been a tendency for progress to be concentrated
in specific individual sectors, (eg. medical
applications), with few trans-sector
developments.
A particular challenge is to match
technologies to individual applications, and to
identify and resolve gaps. This requires co-
operation between both providers and users of
the technology to identify areas of synergy and
linkage across applications. One area where
such synergy is needed is shape memory
polymers, which have, to date, experienced
little commercial uptake because their
cosVperformance ratios have not been
appropriate for the applications considered.
At present there is a diverse range of
organizations involved in various aspects of
smart materials and structures, including the
University of Pisa (polymer gels), Siemens
(piezoelectric), kandinavian Memory Metals
(shape memory), Strathclyde University (strain
sensing rope) and Bosch (Electro-rheological
Fluids). ln the case of shape memory materials,
applications are being developed through
various routes, including the 'basket' strategies
of specific specialist applications development
companies, the technology-push strategies of
manufacturers and the ad-hoc approaches of
other companies. There is little co-ordination
between the groups of organizations involved,
and opportunities for cross-fertilization of
ideas are few.
ttt-J-J
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SMEs operating in the area of smart materials
and structures face many of the challenges
which they experience in other sectors. One
aspect in which there are some differences is in
the matching of technologies with applications.
Whilst SMEs are unlikely to be able to compete
in the initial development of the technology
(which usually requires significant R&D
investment), they can operate successfully in the
development of applications. ln contrast with
areas such as biotechnology, the latter stages of
the commercialization of smart materials
require a range of design, engineering and
manufacturing skills beyond the original
scientific expertise.
The majority of European users have
traditionally adopted a 'follower' itance and
intend to monitor events until they judge that it
is appropriate to move forward. This has been
particularly true of the aerospace sector, where
the US and Canada lead on new developments.
Many users are relatively ignorant of the
possibilities, or have distorted views of smart
materials' capabilities. Only a few have been
prepared to take a more proactive approach.
This phenomenon has tended to be
reinforced by the lack of awareness highlighted
above, which, in turn, acts as a brake on greater
uptake amongst potentially pioneering users.
Approaches to smart materials and systems
vary across the world. Whilst the US has tended
to be rather structurally oriented, with a focus
on end products rather than the underlying
process, Japan has concentrated on the softer
technologies, such as electronics, and has
pursued these from the perspective of a basic
understanding. The European approach has
been closer to that adopted in the US than in
Japan. The difference in approach can be
illustrated by the aerospace sector, where the
The IPTS Report
There is a general lack
of awareness of smart
materials, partly as a
result of
sensationalization of
impractical applications
and partly from
underestimating the
value in more
mundane applications
A wide range of
organizations is
involved in smart
materials and
structures, but their is
little coordinatron
between them and
scant opportunity for
cross-fertilization
Although the original
research requires
significant investments,
applications often lie
within the scope of
SMEs'abilities
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lmproved awareness
could be achieved, at
least in part, through a
pan-European
awareness-raising
campaign
Demonstrators provide
a means of showing
the practical use of a
technology for a
particular application or
set of applications
Funding for smart
materials and
structures has often
been hampered by the
fact that they do not
fall within the
traditional scientif ic
US and Europe have, respectively, adopted
contrasting'make' and'buy' approaches. Whilst
Europe has kept broadly abreast of its
competitors in terms of fundamental
understanding, it has lagged behind in respect
to awareness and commercial acceptance.
Pollcy aspects: curnent and future
The current status of materials technologies
in Europe provides a number of opportunities for
policy intervention to improve the overall
competitive position and enhance the potential
for long-term success. Current and possible
future areas of activity are discussed below. ln
many cases, it is in the interests of all parties that
progress be made. Thus, a particular challenge
for policy makers is to ensure that appropriate
mechanisms are in place to encourage
collective action.
Targeting effort - There is a need for a selective
approach to support for research and
development, whether this builds on existing areas
of strength or develops to take advantage of
emerging opportunities. Possible priority areas
include sensors and medical applications.
lmproved awareness to promote
understanding of the scope of smart materials
and encourage holistic approaches to future
design - Such awareness needs to be widespread
throughout industry in order to break the current
circle of unwillingness to take on new
developments because of lack of understanding
of the benefits which they can bring. lt also
needs to pervade the broad spectrum of
manufacturing culture from engineering through
to design. A focus on the need for holistic
approaches would help to ensure that the scope
for added value through application is
optimised. For example, a greenhouse roof
activator needs only a simple shape memory
october 1997
device, rather than an electronically controlled
sensor activated baftery system, to be effective.
lmproved awareness could be achieved, at least
in part, through a pan-European education
campaign. An important aspect would be to
encourage a focus on finding the most
appropriate solution to a problem, rather than
on implementing specific technologies.
The policy makers' role in this could take the
form of organization and implementation,
support for an industry lead initiative, or some
combination of the two. Specific mechanisms
could include newsletters, workshops/seminars
and conferences.
Support for demonstrators - Demonstrators
provide a means of showing the practical use of
a technology for a particular application or set of
applications. They can play a key role in
facilitating awareness and understanding (by
overcoming mismatches between technological
expectation and material capabilities) and are
recognized as having the potential to kick-start
new or emerging technologies and stimulate a
'snowball' effect, leading to the innovation of
spin-off ideas. This type of approach can also
help to reduce the technical and commercial
risk to users associated with taking on smart
technologies and, thus, increase the likelihood
of uptake. Demonstrators can be useful in
highlighting both the attributes of new
technologies and the novel applications of
existing technologies. This is particularly
pertinent to smart materials and their
incorporation into smart structures and systems.
Outcomes could encompass direct copying by
manufacturers in the same industry sector, direct
copying and/or adaptation for the same function
in new industry sectors, and innovation for
alternative functions. This in turn could facilitate
upgrading of reproducibility, durability and
recyclability.
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Standards - Modern industrial design requires
accessible and meaningful data, embracing
aspects such as basic characteristics, common
specifications, nomenclature and test results.
Any material which is not defined in these terms
is likely to be at a severe disadvantage,
particularly against the background of increasing
computer aided design. Those materials for
which there are no standards cannot be
accurately modelled during new product
development and are, therefore, likely to be
passed over in favour of those which can. Policy
makers could ensure that appropriate
frameworks are in place by working with
industry to develop standards. This type of
activity will also help to promote awareness.
Greater collaboration - This would help to
ensure technology appropriateness and that
developments are sufficiently problem-driven to
be of value to users. By ensuring that the
technology is considered holistically rather than
as a bolt-on, the potential for both cost and
functionality benefits would be increased. Policy
makers could facilitate greater collaboration by
providing some form of brokering service or club
aimed at bringing together potential customers
and suppliers. There could also be a role in
promoting holistic design as a long term goal.
Consideration could be given to providing some
form of regular fora for the exchange of views
both between and across these groupings.
[nsuring that appropriate funding structures
are available - Because smart materials and
structures do not fall within the traditional
scientific disciplines, with research requiring an
interdisciplinary approach, it has been difficult
to achieve an appropriate funding and
administrative structure in the academic
community. There have been a number of useful
generic developments in this area in recent
years, and there is a need to ensure that these
continue. lt is also important to ensure that, as
communications improve (see above), there are
mechanisms in place to allow productive
collaboration between industry and academia.
Concluslons
Each new material development has the
potential to give rise to a cascade of new
applications. These essentially encompass:
o direct copying or adoption of existing best
practice;
o the redesign of existing products to
incorporate new materials which improve
functionality or reduce cost; and
. innovative products.
The challenge for policy makers is to ensure
that the appropriate conditions exist for that
potentialto be realised. f
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Standards also plav an
important role in
uptake, as materials for
which there are no
standards cannot be
accurately modelled
during new product
development and are,
therefore, lìkely to be
passed over in favour
of those which can
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The ]PTS is one of the seven institutes of the Joint Research Centre of the EU Commission. lts remit
is the observation and follow-up of technological change in its broadest sense, in order to
understand befter its links with economic and social change. The lnstitute carries out and co-
ordinates rsearch to imporve our understanding of the impact of new technologies, and their
relationship to their socio+conomic context.
The purpose of this work is to support the decision-maker in the management of change pivotally
anchored on VI developments. ln this endeavour IPTS enpys a dual advantage: being a part of the
Commission IPTS shares EU goals and priorities; on the other hand it cherishes its research institute
neutrality and distance from the,intricacies of actual policy-making. This combination allows the
IPIS to build bridges betr,ven EU undertakings, conùibuting to and co-ordinating the creation of
common knowledge bases at the disposal of all stake-holders. Though the work of the IPTS is
mainly addressed to the Commission, it also works with decision-makers in the European
Parliament, and agencies and institutions in the Member States.
The lrutltute's main activities, defined in close cooperation with the decision-maker are:
l. Teehnobgy Watch. This activity aims to alert European deàision-makers to the social, economic
and political consequences of major technological issues and trends. This is achieved through the
European Science and Technology Observatory (ESTO), a European-wide network of nationally
based organisations. The IPTS is the central node of ESTO, co.ordinating technology watch 'joint
ventures' with the aim of better understanding technological chang,e.
2. Technology, employmmt & competitiveness. Civen the significance of these issues for Europe
and the EU institutions, the technology+mployment-competitiveness relationship is the driving
force behind all IPTS activities, focusing analysis on the potential of promising technologies for lob
creation, economic growth and social welfare. Such analyses may be linked to specific
technologies, technological sectors, or cross-sectoral issues and themes.
3. Support for policy-rnaking. The IPIS also undertakes work to supports both Commission services
and other EU institutions in response to specific requests, usually as a direct contribution to
decision-making andlor policy implementation. These tasks are fully integrated with, and take full
advantage of on-going Technology Watch activities.
As well as collaborating directly with policy-makers in order to obtain first-hand understanding of
their conqerns, the IPIS draws upon sector acto6' knowledge and promotes dialogue between
them, whilst working in close co-operation with the scientific community so as to ensure technical
accuracy. ln addition to its flagship IPTS Report, the work of the IPIS is also presented in occasional
prospective notes, a series of dossiers, synthesis reports and working papers.
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The IPTS Report is published in the first week of every month, excepl for the months of Jonuory ond August. lt is edited in English
ond is currently ovoiloble free of chorge in four longuoges: English, French, Germon ond Sponish.
The Europeon Science ond Technology Observotory Network (ESTO):
IPTS - JRC - Europeon Commission
W.T.C., lslo de lo Cortuio s/n, E 41092, Sevillo, Spoin
tel.: +34-5-448 82 84; [ox: +34-5-448 82 35; e-moil ipts_secr@irc.es
. ADIT - Agence pour lo Diffusion de l'lnformotion Technologique - F
. CEST - Centre for Exploitotion of Science ond Technology - UK
. COTEC - Fundoci6n poro lo lnnovoci6n Tecnol6gico - E
. DTU - University o[ Denmork, Unit of Technology Assessment - DK
. ENEA - Direchcrote Studies ond Strotegies - |
. INETI - lnstituto Nocionol de Engenhorio e Technologio lndustriol - P
. ITAS - lnstitut fur Technikfolgenobschcitzung und Systremonolyse - D
. NUTEK - Deportmenl Science Policy Studies - S
. OST - Observotoire des Sciences et des Techniques - F
. SPRU - Science Policy Reseorch Unit - UK
. TNO - Centre for Technology ond Policy Studies - NL
. VDI-TZ - Technology Cenke Future Technologies Division - D
o VITO - Flemish lnstitutre for Technology Reseorch - B
. VTI - Group of Technology Siudies - FIN
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